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This paper deals with the

There are, however, situations in which main

comparison of the so-called Types II and III

effects are important even with interaction,

sums of squares (SS's) that are computed by the

e.g., if b is too large to feasibly separate all

GLM procedure in SAS.

simple effects, if practical considerations

1.

Introduction.

We specifically address

the two-way classification with factors A and B,

require a single overall judgement, or if inter-

both fixed, with a levels of A and b levels of B.

action is small relative to main effects.

It is assumed that we have n
k~l,

ij

Several papers have addressed the topic of

observation Y
,
ijk

.•. ,n .. > 0, from the population correspond-

hypothesis testing in unbalanced data, notably

1J

ing to levels i of A and j of B, i=l, ••• ,a and

Yates (1934) in the early years.

j=l, ... ,b.

cuss ions are offered by Bancroft (1968), Searle

Let U
denote the mean of the ij
ij

population.

We assume V(Yijk) =

0

2

,

(1971), Steel and Torrie (1960, 1980), and else-

independent

of i and j, and that all Yijk are mutually inde-

where.

pendent and normally distributed.

interest, due largely to the variety of computa-

We may then

.

The topic has been of considerable recent

write Y
= U
+ e ijk , where the e ijk are
ij
ijk

tional procedures available in computer packages

independent and normally diseributed with

such as SAS.

02 •

variance

B.

Defining ~ =

Speed and HOCking (1979), Searle (1979,1981),

1-1. j - 1-1 •• , and Y ij

J.

Many papers have been presented at

past SUGI meetings, inCluding, among others,

U

we have

and Hocking (1981).

Survey papers are given by

speed, Hocking, and Hackney (1978) and Searle,
Speed, and Henderson (1981).
where

01

'"

A

~rimary

focus of

f\ "" y. = Y .= 0, i=l, ••• ,a, j==l •••• ,b,
L

k=l, ••• ,n ..

1J

.J

The parameters

~i'

aj ,

these writings has concerned the concept of the
and

Yij

"hypotheses tested" by the F-tests based on the

measures A main effect, B main effect, and A*B
various sums of squares in an analysis of variinteraction, respectively.
ance.

The term "hypotheses tested" can be

In general terms, we are concerned with
explained as follows: An F-statistic in a fixed
testing whether there is a main effect of factor
A.

effects model has a noncentral F distribution.

Specifically, we wish to test ~: a =
l

aa= 0, or equivalently

~: ~l.

u a.

The "hypothesis tested" by an F-test is a set of
Note
equations, linear in the parameters, that are

that we are considering a main effect test in
true if and only if the noncentrality parameter
the possible presence of interaction.

In many
is equal to zero.

Thus the F-statistic has a

applications this may be irrelevant; it may be
central chi-square distribution when the
more meaningful to analyze simple effects.

,,t

1.

Textbook dis-
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"hypotr.esis tested" is true.
value

F~

Hence a critical

expressible in the usual !OR" notation, as

can be determined so that the rejection

probability is equal to the prescribed

~

(5)

when

and

the hypothesis tested is true and greater than
~

when the hypothesis tested is false.

Put
(Note; Our "R" notation here corresponds to the

another way, an F-statistic tests HO if the FE-restricted reduction R* notation of Searle
test is unbiased for HO'

Conversely, an P-sta(1981).)

tis tic does not test HO if it is biased for HOi
The type II 55 is sometimes referred to as
that is, if the rejection probability can exceed
being obtained from the "method of fitting
the prescribed

~

when HO is true.
canst ants

It •

The type III SS is known to be

Speed, Hocking, and Hackney (1978) presented
equivalent to the "weighted squares of means"
the linear functions of cell means that are
55 computing procedure.

(See Searle et al.,

tested by the Types II and III F-tests in SAS,
1981.)
as well as several other types.

S5 (III): otherwise inequality holds, generally.
A

they stated that the Type III F-test does test

~: ~l. ~ ...

Referring to the R notation, we derive the

~a.

=

If all n ij are equal, then S$A(II) =

In particular,

but that the Type II F-test
followinq quidelines:

does not test~.

This same point is made in
1)

somewhat different terminology

In the absence of interaction, use

Bancroft (1968)

by

Type I I

and Searle (1971).
2)
We now turn to discussion of the types II
and III 55's in more detail.
the four models:
Yijk

~

"

•

Yijk

+

B

..
"

,
"

Yijk

"B

YL

~

.j

)

B

ijk

E:
~

ijk

,

y

~.

~

J

interaction.

present.

(2)

E:

ijk

~

practice, which is suggested by Bancroft (1968),

0

is to first of all test for significance of
interaction at, say, the a.

,
(4)

0

S5E,~

and

dfE,~

A common

(3)

'=:

.25 level.

If

interaction is not significant, use the Type II
test.

Let

In fact, interaction is probably always

present, at least in minute amount.

Yi.

.J

In application. hoWever. the data

analyst rarely knows whether interaction is
,

0

~

+

(1)

0

+ B. + Yij + E
,
ijk
J

"+
B

y

~

+ B. + E

1

•

Yijk

fore, hinges on the presence or absence of

+ ~j + Yij +

1

+

assuming ~ is of interest, use Type III.

To do so, consider

The choice between Types II and III, there-

..

~

In the presence of interaction and

If interaction is significant (and main

denote, respectively,
effects are still of interest), use the Type III

the residual sums of squares and degrees of

test.
freedom for the four models,

t~1,2,3,4.

The
As noted, if interaction is present, then

Types II and III 5S's for factor A are then

the type II test is biased for testing
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~a.

II and III tests .. Overall, Lee, and Hornick

in the sense that the proba-

bility of rejecting ~ will be larger than the

(1981) and Cramer and Appelbaum (1980) debate

prescribea

related issues primarily regarding estimation.

ai

i.e. the type 1 error rate is

The purpose of the present paper is to

inflated, and the amount of ihflation depends on
the magnitude of the interaction.

assess rejection probabilities of the types II

For this reason

it is said that the type II F does not test HA•

and III F-tests in SAS.

Further, the probability of rejecting I~ when

computations for:

s6

i.

is false (the power of the test) depenas on the

Specifically, we make

The aroount of inflation in the type

1

interaction, and this dependency can be either an

error rate of the type II F-test in the presence

increase or a decrease in power.

of interaction.
ii.

The type III test always gives an unbiasea
test of ~, in that the rejection probability is

type III F-test in the absence of interaction.

equal to a under ~ regardless of the amount of
interaction.

iii.

However, as noted e.g. by

The effect that interaction has on the

of the type

power

Therefore, it is said that the type

III F does test~.

The loss in power (inefficiency) of the

II

F-test.

In order to reduce the problem to a manageable

Steel and Torrie (l960) and Bancroft (1968), if

size, we discuss primarily the 2x2 case.

Then

interaction is absent, then the type III test is
inefficient.

Specifically, the power of the type

III test is less than the power of the type I I

2.

test in the absence of interaction, due to the

Power fUnctions.

In the notation above, the

two F-tests we consider for an A main effect are

superfluous estimation of zero-valued interaction
parameters.

The practical issue when small
and

amounts of interaction are known or suspected to

= MSA(III)/MSE

FA(III)

exist becomes a trade-off between a small bias in
the type II test and a small power deficiency in

where SSE

the type III test.

GLM, we do not pool

Whereas the issue of what hypothesis is being

2
y .. ) .

E (Y .. k

ijk~)

~J.

SSA~B

Note that, like

with SSE in FA{II).

The sums of squares SSA(II} and SSA(III}

tested by a given SS has been extensively dis-

can be computed according to the "reduction"

GUssed, relatively much less has been written

method in (5) and (6).

about the amount of bias (error rate inflation)

SSA {III} is

A more direct method for

in the type I I test when interaction is present.

SSA (III)

y

Relatively little has also been reported on the
where

degree of inefficiency of the type III test when

b

interaction is absent.

Gosslee and Lucas (1965)

make limited power computations for both the types
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2

b

( ,

(l/n, ,I)
1)

-1

a

y.1 • •

( E

i=l

y ..

not depena on Y , so that AA(III)
II

l/a

1).

is true.

a
and

a

The power of the F-tests is directly related

( E H. y.
l / ' H.
i=l ]. 1.. i=l 1.

y

to the noncentrality parameters.

In the 2*2 case that we consider here, the

For even deno-

minator degrees of freedom, the power l-S can

SS's can be obtained from the contrasts

be computed using equations (9), (10), and (II)
of Johnson and KOtz (1970).

and

Note that, in addition to the model parameters, the noncentrality parameters (and hence

where h
n

lj

j

=

2(n

and "2j"

-1

1j

+ n

-1 -1

2j

)

the powers) depena on the values of hI and h2.

is the harmonic mean of

We shall aiscuss specific aspects of the depen-

specifically,

dency in the context of a fixed total sample

-

- Y22.)

)2

SSA (II)

so the possible points (hI' h ) lie in the
2

and

region as depicted in Figure 1.
SSA (III)

Selected points

in Figure 1 are identified with the actual cell
frequency distribution.

Note that proportional data structure "11n22

=

to hold; a common misconception.

h2

The F statistics corresponding to SSA(II)
19
and SSA(III) have non-central F distributions with

16

noncentrality parameters
[hI (U

ll

+

- 1l 21 )

h 2 (U 1Z- 112Z>i

13

2 (h1+hz)tJ 2
[(hI +h z ) (CX 1 -<l2

'

+h l (y 11-Y21) +h z (y 12-Y22) ]

2

10

2 (h1+h ) a 2
Z

2[(hl+h2)~1

7

+ fhl-hZ)YllJ2/(hl+hzlcr2

4
and

[lJ n - ]..121+ l-I 1Z - 1122i

1

2(h 1 + h -1 )0 2
1

Z

19

aaZ/(h- 1 + h- 1 )a 2
2
1
1

1

19
1

1

1

5

5

19

1

19

1

Note that AA(II) is a function of Yl1 as well as

Figure 1.

a

l

and thus AA(II) is not necessarily equal to

zero when ~ is true.

Note also that AA(III) does
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Region of possible values of (hl,h),
with points identified correspondi~g
to certain cell frequency patterns.

Table 1.

Noncentrality parameters (~) and rejection probabilities (Frob.) for various tests anu
selected sample sizes. All tests are at the .05 level of significance, except the interaction
test which is at the .25 level.

.50
Power of
Interaction
Prob •

-y--1.47
5.00
3.35
3.19
0.95
3.75

0.95
0.66

• 53
.86
.75
.73

.44
.78

.44
.39

0..67
0.67
0:

.

~

0:

'"~

0

n.

"

0.33
0.33

Figure 4.
Figure 2.

Rejection probability of FA (III).

Rejection probability (bias) of FA(II}.

1.00

1.00

0..67

0.67
0:

0:

"'

"'n.~

;.
0
n.

19
0.33

"
0.33

0..00
"

Figure 3.

Rejection

p~obability

of FA(II).

Figure 5.
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Rejection probability of FA(II}.

Bias in Type II test due to interaction.

2.1

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the rejection

It was pointed out earlier that the Type I I test
does not test ~o:

Pi .

~

'"

=

pa. •

Therefore,

.50, for .05 level tests.

the rejection probability (type I error rate)
will be greater than the

presc~ihed ~,

depending

2 2
on the magnitude of (h -h ) y /(h +h ),
l 2
ll
l 2

The

true rejection rate for a nominal size a
test with

~ll=

1.00

.05

.Sa is shown in Figure 2 as a

function of (h ,h ).
I 2

Calculations for selected

067

cell frequency patterns are shown in Table 1.
I.

Note that the true rejection rate can be large
0.33

as .2 for cell frequency distributions that are

not uncommonly disparate.
Power of tests.

2.2

above is due to the interaction parameter Y

II

If

~ll=

OOD

The bias in FA(II) noted

.

0, then both FA(II) and FA(III) are

unbiased.

comparison of hA(II) and hA(III) when
Figure 6.

Y

"'" 0 shows AA (II) > AA (III) -with equality only
1l

if h
a

1

l

=

= ,Sa

7

10

h •

Rejection probability of interaction
test.

Powers of FA(II) and FA(III) for

2

are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respec-

As noted, Bancroft (1968) suggests testing

tively, as functions of hI and h2 for .05 leve]

~: Y1l= 0 (Comparing models (1) and (2»

tests.

0=.25, and recommends: 1.) testing ~ with

The inefficiency of FA(III) noted by

at

Steel and Tbrrie (1960) and Bancroft (1968) is

FA(III) if the test of ~ is nonsignificant,

most pronounced when hI and h2 differ greatly.

or, 2.) testing ~ with FA(III) if the test of

Note that the power of FA(II) is constant for

~

constant h + h2'
l

See Table 1.

is significant, provided the main effect

hypothesis ~ is still of interest.

The presence of Y
in the noncentrality
II

This recom-

mendation attempts to utilize preliminary infor-

parameter for FA(II) affects the power as well

mation about interaction to aid in the selection

as the type one error rate,

of the main effect test statistic.

For given aI' the

Figure 6

rejection probability can (theoretically) range

shows the power of the a=.25 level interaction

anywhere between the nominal 0 to 1 depending on

test with Y = .Sa as a function of hI and h2'
11

the value of Y ,
ll

Selected power computations are given in Table 1.

bility

(=

The minimum rejection proba-

nominal a) occurs when (h - hIhll
2

(h 1+ h 2 )Ol'

=

The power of the interaction test has essentially

Large rejection probabilities occur

the same form as the power of FA(III), and is

for large positive values of (h - h )Yll'
l
2

thus most adversely affected when hl and h2
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differ greatly.
n

2l

= 10,

l-e(~)

=

n

12

Note that for the case n

= 7, and n

.73.

22

ll

= 20,

not both, and results in bias in FA(II), and

= 3, the power is only

inefficiency in FA(III) and in the test for

Thus, for this degree of unbalance,

interaction.

We are not able to provide any

even using Bancroft's suggested procedure, the

easy solution to the problem.

probability is

to have at ledst ffidde the point that a dogmatic

S(~,

.27 of incorrectly assuming

=

However, we hope

no interaction and thus being led to the use of

rule such as "always use type II" or "always use

FA(II).

type III" is not without pitfalls.

And this in turn could lead to excessive

rejection probability if ~: ~l= 0 is true.
2.3

limited calculations we have made here, it

The results for the 2x2 case

The 2xb case.

Based on the

appears that bias in FA(II) may be a more severe

extend directly to the 2xb case if one recognizes

problem than inefficiency in FA(III).

that SSA(II) and SSA(III) derive from the con-

is urged in generalizing, however.

trasts

Caution
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